Sentient Ascend™
The first AI-powered conversion rate optimization solution

Sentient Ascend works just like evolution. You give it the “genes” (meaning the website variations you want to try) and it tests combination after combination, determining the best mix of variables for your unique site. It learns, adapts and reacts to user interaction and finds winning solutions in far less time and traffic than required by traditional testing methods.

TEST THOUSANDS OF COMBINATIONS, ALL AT ONCE
Ascend is a massively multivariate testing solution. You choose what you want to test—copy, layout, image, design, color, interaction, and more—then enter in as many variants of each as you’d like, and start testing them all simultaneously.

It works like this: Ascend tests individual changes and determines the winners, then automatically combines winners into a new test, determines that winner, and continues until it has evolved to the best-performing design. As you see which of your changes are driving uplift, you can add more ideas to test, and Ascend will incorporate these ideas and find the new best-performing design.

OPTIMIZE YOUR ENTIRE FUNNEL WITH MULTIPAGE TESTING
Most optimization tools simply can’t handle multipage testing. That’s because with different variables on different pages, it can be hard—if not impossible—to figure out which changes are actually working and which ones aren’t.

Ascend is the first CRO solution that allows you to test multiple pages in a single test. You can add your ideas to every page in your funnel and Ascend does the rest. It finds the combinations of variables that work together to provide the most uplift for your site.

In partnership with conversion agency Condorly, FlyPolar optimized several changes—from design tweaks to button changes—on multiple pages in its shopping funnel.

Ascend’s multipage, multivariate testing produced significant results in just three weeks:

- 4-page funnel tested
  - 16% increase in traffic to the checkout page
  - 13% increase in average order value
SEE WHAT ASCEND CAN DO FOR YOUR CRO PROGRAMS

Get hands-on experience with the first CRO solution that creates winning web experiences by following the principles of Darwinian natural selection. Ascend determines the best designs for your websites much more quickly than traditional A/B and multivariate methods—fully autonomously.

ASCEND GIVES YOU:

- **Bigger improvements in less time**: Validate multiple hypotheses at the same time, test them faster, and boost conversions to help drive your KPIs. Ascend lets you simultaneously run tests on one page or multiple pages, at every stage of your funnel. Not only that, but since Ascend automates the testing, it saves you hours of administrative drudgery.

- **Always-on testing means always-optimized experiences**: Ascend’s evolutionary algorithms continually test and learn—in real time—which options will engage your website visitors. You can incorporate your best ideas no matter when you come up with them, and have the flexibility to add new ideas into your test to continue increasing your results.

- **The freedom to explore**: Since you can test many more combinations at once, you can try as many ideas for improvement as you can think of, from the small tweaks to the radical rethinks, all without the fear of wasting traffic or compromising outcomes. Any good idea can be considered—in fact, the more the better!